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Editorial

Have a care for yourself because the grief
process is draining and it is important to keep
yourself as well as possible.

H

appy New Year to all EASE Friends.
This issue includes ‘Five tips for coping
with grief in pet bereavement’, a
fascinating article from Hildreth Rinehart on
communicating with horses, a film review from
Deirdre Chitwood, and an article on Equine
Facilitated Therapy, as well as news items of
interest for animal-lovers. I hope you enjoy
reading it all!
With thanks for your continued support.
MELINDA HILL
EASE PROJECT MANAGER
***************************
Angela Garner, our Pet Bereavement Support
specialist, offers a few ideas on how to cope with
the distress of a recent pet bereavement.

Five Tips for coping with grief in pet
bereavement
Recognise that you are going through a
significant grieving process, so you need to give
yourself the necessary time and space to take on
board what has happened.
Rather than trying to cope on your own, talk
things through with someone who understands,
and look at any issues that are worrying you to
see if you can find a way of settling them.
Allow yourself to feel what you feel – to truly
express your emotions, rather than keeping
everything bottled up.

Remember that grief is the other side of caring
and that you feel the pain because you care. As
overwhelming at it may seem, know that as you
work through the different seasons of your grief,
you will gently but surely progress towards a
place of quiet acceptance and healing.

We cannot have peace among men whose
hearts delight in killing any living creatures.
By every act that glorifies, or even tolerates
such moronic delight in killing, we set back
the progress of humanity.
Rachel Carson
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Animal Companions

T

his is the incredible moment a lioness was
pictured nursing a leopard cub. Normally
the two species would not get along
because they’re rivals in the food chain but this
time round things were different.

The image shows the young leopard suckling on
five-year-old Nosikitok at the Ngorongoro
Conservation Area, in Tanzania. “To observe a
thing like this is very unusual,” said Ingela
Jansson, head of the KopeLion conservation
group. Her group was set up to resolve conflict
between lions and local residents who hunt the
predators in order to protect their livestock.
Ms Jansson speculated the lioness, who was fitted
with a GPS collar so researchers could track her,
may have lost her own cubs and the leopard was
an orphan. A statement from conservation group
Panthera, which is based in New York, added:
“Cross-species nursing for wild cats, and other
wildlife for that matter, is extremely unique.”
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Handel, who lives on a farm in northern
California, first smelled the smoke of the wildfires on
Sunday evening. He woke up everyone on the property
and ushered his 14-year-old daughter into the car so
they could evacuate. But when he turned to get Odin,
he saw that the dog had laid down in front of their
eight bottle-fed goats – and he was not budging.
“Even under the best of circumstances it is
nearly impossible to separate Odin from the goats after
nightfall when he takes over the close watch from his
sister Tessa,” says Handel.
Although it was a heart-breaking choice to
make, Handel knew that leaving immediately meant
“life or death”. So, as the area was filled with the
sound of collapsing metal structures and propane
tanks, he made sure that the gate was open for the
animals, got in the car, and started driving away from
the property.
“I made a decision to leave him, and I doubt I
could have made him come with us if I tried. We got
out with our lives and what was in our pockets,” he
says. “Cars behind us … were pouring flames out of
the windows as they roared down the road. Later that
morning when we had outrun the fires, I cried, sure
that I had sentenced Odin to death, along with our
precious family of bottle-raised goats”.
After circumventing several roadblocks the
next morning, however, they returned to the property
only to be greeted by eight goats, their Great Pyrenees
guardian Odin, and several deer that had taken
advantage of the brave canine’s protection. “I could
never describe the relief and joy we felt to find them
safe and accounted for,” says Handel.
Odin’s fur was singed, his whiskers had
melted, he had a limp in his right leg, his paw pads
were burnt, and he was visibly exhausted – but after
taking some well-deserved rest, veterinary officials say
that he is surprisingly unharmed. And apart from a
small burn on the back of one of the goats, the herd
had stayed safe as well.
Handel guesses that Odin had guided them to a
rocky outcropping on higher ground in order to avoid
the blaze.

Dog Hailed as Hero After Refusing to Leave
Goats Alone in Wildfires

A

s Robert Handel and his family drove away
from their burning neighbourhood, they were
certain that their beloved dog Odin and their
eight goats would also fall prey to the
wildfires.
So imagine their surprise – and relief – when
they returned the next day to find Odin and the goats
were safe and sound.

What a canine hero!
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Equine Facilitated Therapy
By Angela Garner

E

quine Facilitated Therapy (EFT) is described
as an opportunity to learn more about
yourself and how you communicate, with the
horses reflecting how you interact with others, how
you affect other people and how others affect you. It
all sounds good to me!
There was a nervous excitement in me as I
turned up at the equine centre. Ever since I had
heard about EFT, I’d wanted to experience it, so
here I was – ready with an open heart and open
mind. I’ve always sensed a depth of feeling in
equines – no wonder they can form such enduring
bonds within their herds, but also with those who
care for them. And I longed to get a bit closer in and
to feel it for myself.
The weather that day was awful (following
days of lovely sunshine) and not conducive to
spending two hours outside in a field of horses. But
there was no way I was going to be put off now that
the EFT day was finally here.
The session started with a chat about how I
was feeling, and what I hoped to gain from the
session, and the obligatory health and safety check. I
confessed that I’d forgotten to bring my steel-toed
work boots, but my instructor told me that my
wellies were just right. She explained that some of
the horses are so big and heavy that if my foot was
trodden on in steel-toed boots, the metal would be
crushed into my foot. Mental note to self: keep feet
away from hooves!
I explained that the thing I hoped to gain
from the session was a moment of deep connection
with a horse; perhaps a soul connection.
I was taken through some preparatory
exercises to sense what was going on in me and to
slow everything down inside. Having explained
about how to approach each horse quietly and with
respect for their personal space, and how to read
subtle changes in body language, I was let loose into
the field of horses. They were all rather intent on
eating, earnestly pulling at the grass or piles of hay,
so they were not concerned or interested in my
tentative requests to make contact. But they didn’t
mind me there, and I certainly sensed different
emotions with the two I did approach.
The smallest horse was a young male. I felt
incredibly
emotional
in
his
presence,
overwhelmingly so. I found out later that he’d had a
rough start in life. The other horse, a magnificent
Shire, gave me a totally different feeling – sort of
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quick and excited; he was altogether a more
confident, mature horse. But from both I got the
sense that they were very happy to be living there in
that special Equine Centre.
Eventually the rain and cold drove us inside
to the stalls. Housed in here were two of the
instructors’ own beautiful mares. I had been drawn
to them earlier, but respectful of their need for space
and privacy as they each had a note to say they had
only recently arrived at the Centre and were still
settling in. However, the instructor said that it was
fine to greet them, as the signs were there to ensure
they weren’t overwhelmed by attention from
visitors.
So I quietly
approached one of the
mares – then it all
changed.
I gazed
softly at the black
Shire mare in front of
me. I let her sniff my
hand
and
gently
touched her neck
when I felt she was
happy for me to do
that. Her long, thick
fringe almost covered
her eyes but I could
see the gentle spirit
that shone through.
My instructor
explained that she had
been through a very difficult few months, having
been grief-stricken with the sudden death of her
two-month-old foal. I felt an incredible tenderness
and gently stroked her. “You can go in with her if
you want”, I was told. Without hesitation, I entered
her stall – there we were – one small human and one
beautiful and impressively huge Shire mare, together
in a few moments of quiet understanding and
exchange. She was incredibly sturdy yet gentle –
what a warm, loving spirit.
A lump formed in my throat – her grief was
palpable. I sent her healing thoughts holding my
hands on her. A little later I quietly withdrew,
knowing that something had passed between us.
As I walked away afterwards, I reflected on
her grief, and on the depth of feelings that these
beautiful ‘other people’ have – often not recognised
in our world. But today it was recognised, respected
and revered. What an honour.
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World Watch

T

hey can sniff out landmines and detect TB..
meet the Rat Pack!

It takes a man with a metal detector up to four
days to search an area the size or a tennis court
for mines – but a rat can do it in 30 minutes.
And while a lab technician would take up to four
days to screen 100 samples for TB, a rat can get
through them in only 20 minutes. So far the
rodents have helped to increase the TB detection
rate by more than 40 per cent in the clinics where
they work. To date the mine-detection rats have
cleared and released more than 21 million square
metres of contaminated land by destroying more
than 100,000 landmines in six countries. The lab
rats have so far checked more than 400,000
sputum samples in 44 clinics across Africa and
have diagnosed 11,000 patients whose symptoms
had been missed by conventional testing.
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founded in 1997 by the Dutch product designer
Bart Weetnens. “It’s well known abroad, but not
in the UK. I think it’s because of our view of rats
here – we have always had an ‘ugh’ attitude”.
Varley thinks that attitudes towards rats may be
softening and that the new partnership with
Apopo will give the rodents a better image and
make people aware that they are saving lives.
“Domesticated fancy rats are intelligent, but
pouched rats blow them out of the water, they
are so incredibly smart. They are bigger bolder
and braver – a fancy rat is on average 14” long
including its tail and weights 800g, while a
pouched rat is 26” long and weighs up to 2kg.”
Robin Toal, a fundraiser for Apopo, says it takes
nine months and €7000 Euros to train each rat.
The organisation has 300 rats clearing mines in
Mozambique, Angola and Cambodia, and will
soon start work in Zimbabwe. Its lab rats are used
in Tanzania and Mozambique and will soon be in
Ethiopia too. “Our landmine rats are fast, 100 per
cent successful and, unlike people, are too light
to trigger mines by mistake. We’re now looking at
whether we can use rats to detect cancer”, says
Toal.

‘When You Sigh’
Communicating in Horse
By Hildreth Rinehart

These are not just any rats. They are African giant
pouched rats, known as ‘HeroRATS’, and they
have been trained by Apopo, a global non-profit
organisation. Based in Tanzania, Apopo has just
announced a formal partnership with the national
Pouched Rat Society (NPRS), a newly established
owners’ organisation in the UK. Both sides hope
that this will raise awareness here of Apopo’s
work.
The NPRS co-founder Louis Varley is keen to
spread the word about Apopo, which was

T

he horse is an ancient planetary creature,
originally only two feet tall, living in the
North American woodlands. They have
been on the planet for some 45 million years
before the appearance of the earliest human
genetic and have adapted with great resilience
through the ages. Theirs is a world without
words, of deep and powerful instincts, natural
cycles, resilience and balance.
These are facts I try to remember when I
interact in a herd. Stillness, quietness, clarity,
gentleness, dignity and sensitivity are all qualities
present in a horse herd leader. The magic of the
horse’s world is available to anyone who sets
aside their ambition and simply allows
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themselves to be with them. To enter into willing
partnership with a horse may well be a lifetime's
journey of growth and deepening; one that will
surely bring the same to all other aspects of one’s
life.
The beginning of our story
I began this journey by the side of the road in
rural Tennessee one day while my car was
blocked by a herd of cows. I noticed a young
black and white mare watching me from behind
her fence. It was as though she spoke in a
language directly wired to my soul. I knew
everything she was feeling in that moment – the
loneliness, sadness and boredom. I later learned
she'd been standing in that field alone for seven
years.
I visited every day, read some books and
began to explore our relationship. I did not want
anything from her, simply to be there with her. I
see now how fundamental this is to building a
true bond with a horse. They do not resonate
with ambition or selfishness. We slowly
developed our heart and mind connections,
together with some fundamentals from the books
of Monty Roberts (my first 'guru') to the point
where I was able to ride without bit or saddle. In
hindsight, it amazes me how we rode safely for
almost seven years through the countryside with
no injury!
Now, fourteen years later, we've
expanded our skills and herd with three geldings
and people of all ages coming to join us in this
discovery of equine communication. Now we’re
developing three core principles from which it
seems all natural horse-human communication
flows. The questions "What is natural
horsemanship?" and "What is natural?" are two
that continue to run through all of the work we
do. This is an ongoing journey of enlightenment,
not a set of rules or fixed ideas!
Lead by Example
Horses learn by observation and imitation. They
naturally want to be with you in synchronicity –
it is simply in the design of the herd. It is a
leader’s job to be something that the horse wants
to synchronize with. This, like all things
worthwhile, takes practice, personal development and time.
So it follows, if you want a calm horse,
calm yourself. If you want a horse who is
confident in you, act confidently. If you want a
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respectful horse, respect yourself, your space and
safety. If you want them to relax their necks, relax
your neck. Try it – see if it works! When your
horse is unsure or edgy, try giving them a big,
relaxing, audible sigh. When you sigh, your horse
sighs! Consider what you want for your horse
partner and what the horse needs, and
demonstrate that. Some qualities we find horse
look for in leaders are calmness, responsiveness,
awareness, patience, confidence, fluidity,
courage, kindness, fairness, inner quiet, openness
and centeredness.
Energy First
A lead horse, in a natural circumstance, does not
lead in a physical way as a first principle. In fact,
the higher the rank, the less fighting they do to
maintain their position. Instead, they lead by the
magnetism of their presence. There is an aura of
charisma, intelligence and experience around
them. They are fully aware and energetically
connected with the herd and the entire natural
world. They may give a glance, an ear movement,
a gesture of the head or a sudden stop to
communicate what’s needed from other herd
members.

Depending on the temperament of the horse you
are communicating with, they may find it
intolerably rude to be pushed and pulled around.
The classic ‘lesson horse’ syndrome is when the
highly sensitive creature grows totally dull to
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human touch. It is one way that horses cope with
humans who do not have correct sentiment or
training in horse communication.
So, we always begin with sending a clear
mental request, then align the body position,
placement and posture to match it. That may be
enough. If not, then a gesture (indirect pressure),
and lastly, if the horse has not yet responded, a
physical touch (direct pressure) from lightest to
the firmest needed for an appropriate response.
It is a dance, unique to each horse and situation.
With practice it becomes highly intuitive – when
to wait, how much to ask for, what questions or
concerns the horse is sending you in each
moment.
Be in Rhythm
Horses are rhythmic creatures. To earn their
trust and show them that we can be fluent in
their language, it
helps to be aware
of one’s own
rhythms,
both
inner (heartbeat,
breath) and outer
(walking,
arm
movements etc.);
music often helps,
or simply setting
a
rhythm
by
which you brush
the horse, or
walk.
Also, essential in this is understanding that, for a
horse, release is reward. For a dog it may be a
biscuit but for a horse, when you release
pressure, you are saying YES, that is what I want,
do more of that! Here’s a practical example: if I
am asking a horse to back up and instead they
move sideways, or maybe even step on my foot,
what happens next is essential. If I jump away,
releasing the horse and breaking the ‘rhythm of
my ask’ then I have just rewarded them. Maybe
they did not understand what I was asking,
maybe they were testing me, or maybe they got
frightened. Either way, I stay cool, stay in rhythm
and ask them to move their feet until at least they
show me a try.
If they are very distressed, I may ask for
something simpler than a back up before
returning to this request, but I will not reward by
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breaking rhythm or giving them the lead. THEN
once the horse has given response, I reward with
a release (maybe look or turn away, release the
halter etc.) yet not breaking the feeling
connection. We are still in the dance, even when
standing still!
When we jumble up our signals by
rewarding incorrect behaviour one minute and
punishing it the next, we appear confused and
even deranged to the horse. This is not a leader
they will naturally, willingly partner with. So, to
be in rhythm with release and reward for your
horse, is to give them the sanctity of feeling that
all is sensible, fair and right with the world.
With these three principles put into practice at
many levels and many ways each moment, we
find that trust in oneself grows, trust in the horse
grows and it starts to feel easy and natural. You
are now in the dance together!
May the journey be one of love, safety and deep
fulfillment for all humans and horses so fortunate
to engage in seeking mutually enhancing
connection.

‘NINE LIVES’
A Film Review by Deirdre Chitwood

W

ith so much distressing news in the world
about animals these days, it is good
sometimes to have light relief with a
comedy about animals. The 2016 film ‘Nine Lives’
certainly offers a good deal of humour. It is not clear
whether the film was intended for children or adults
but definitely, I think, for cat lovers. The incredible
special effects coupled with just enough reality makes
the film interesting as well as funny.
The story, which takes a while to get going, is about a
business tycoon in New York City called Tom Brand
whose workaholic attitude ruined his first marriage
and is about to cost him his second. His daughter,
Rebecca is coming up to her 11th birthday and she has
always wanted a cat but Tom hates cats and has
always refused. Leaving it until the last minute as he
always does, Tom rushes to get a present for his
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daughter but as he is distracted, his GPS redirects him
to a mysterious pet shop called Purrkins, which is
filled with odd and exotic cats. The shop’s eccentric
owner, Felix Perkins, tells him that he cannot pick the
cat, the cat has to pick him. The cat that chooses Tom
is Mr. Fuzzypants, who Felix says has used up seven of
his nine lives. Being short of time, Tom takes the cat.
Mr. Fuzzypants is a beautiful long-haired feline.
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The other part of the film is about Tom’s business real
estate acquisitions including a tower block. The story
is quite fanciful other than it bears certain similarities
to an American politician who is very much in the
limelight at present. Whether this is by accident or
not, it adds another thread of humour to the story.

On the way home, Tom has an accident and passes
out. When he wakes up he realizes that his human
body is in the hospital in a state of coma and his
consciousness is trapped inside Mr. Fuzzypants’ body.
Felix visits him and tells him he must reevaluate his
priorities and connect with his family within one week
or he will be stuck as a cat forever.
For me the funniest aspect of the film is watching Tom
trying to convince Rebecca and his wife that he is
trapped inside the cat’s body. It begins with him trying
to write a message and hold a pen but unfortunately
he squirts ink all over a prized photo of himself as Tom
with a celebrity. He then tries to use a laptop. Tom’s
voice inside the cat says, “Ironically, I really could use
a mouse right now”. Although a little juvenile, the use
of slapstick comedy with special effects is really very
funny. There is also something about hearing a
human’s voice inside a cat’s body which satisfies that
bit in us which has often wondered what our animals
were thinking.
Mr. Fuzzypants’ antics are every cat owner’s worst
nightmare and include him helping himself to a scotch
from the drink’s cabinet, getting drunk, and then
peeing on the rug saying to himself, “I always hated
that rug”. Presented with his first breakfast as a cat,
his comment is, “How do cats eat this stuff?” Have
you ever thought your cat was thinking that? When
his wife holds a party she invites Tom’s first wife
whom he really dislikes. She comes with her two
terrier dogs who chase him all over the apartment. In
retaliation, he pees inside her handbag. What makes it
all so funny is that we can relate to these antics.
Perhaps your cat was trying to tell you something?
Eventually Felix is called in as a cat whisperer to try to
get Mr. Fuzzypants to behave. Felix tells him, “You
need to be a good cat, your family needs you right
now”, and then continues, “Otherwise I will get you
fixed!”

How does the film end? Does Tom get back to his own
body? What happens to Mr. Fuzzypants? Does he still
have one more life after this one? Well, you’ll need to
see the film to find out.

If you cannot attain to knowledge without
torturing a dog, you must do without
knowledge.
George Bernard Shaw
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